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Maimonides on Medicinal Measures and Weights, from his Galenic
Epitomes
Some of the personal comments inserted by Maimonides in his epitomes
of Galen’s Qā tā gă ̄ nas (De compositione medicamentorum per genera)
and Mayā mir (De compositione medicamentorum secundum locos) are
discussed. The most valuable of these comments, which have neither
been edited nor studied to date, is undoubtedly a lengthy and detailed
discussion of medicinal weights and measures employed in Galen and
subsequent medical literature. The text of this comment, found on
ff. 4b–6a (pp. 6–9) of his epitome of Galen’s Qā tā gă ̄ nas, as extant in
MS Berlin 6231, is presented along with a translation. Maimonides’
discussion of these weights and measures is interesting because it is
based on prominent ancient sources, above all Yuḥ annā Ibn Sarā biyū n
(ninth century), that date from the period when the so-called canonical
units were established.
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Maimonides on Medicinal Measures
and Weights, from his Galenic
Epitomes1
Introduction
The medical system developed by Galen of Pergamon (129–ca. 216)
became dominant soon after his death, as it was generally adopted
by subsequent generations in both the East and West. An important
role in the propagation of his medical system was played, in addition
to commentaries and encyclopedic compilations, by summaries
or abbreviations of his works, which were considered to be too
voluminous, unsystematic, complex, and repetitive for a physician to
consult. The earliest summaries we know about are those compiled in
Alexandria around 500. These summaries, which have been lost in the
original Greek and are only known through the Arabic tradition, under
the name Ğ awā miʿ al-Iskandarā niyın
̄ (Summaria Alexandrinorum),
are probably associated with those Galenic treatises, which formed a
curriculum of sixteen books, that were taught with formal commentaries
and read in a specific order in pre-Islamic Alexandria and in the early
centuries of Islam.2
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Later, in 1322, the Ğ awā miʿ al-Iskandarā niyın
̄ were translated into
Hebrew by Simeon ben Solomon, under the title Kibbuṣ ei Galenus;
this spread knowledge of Galen’s medical system in Jewish circles.3
The process of transmission of these summaries is exemplified in some
of the Hebrew incipits. That of De sectis, for instance, reads: “This is
the summary of Galen’s book on the medical sects according to the
Alexandrians, translated by Ḥ unayn ibn Isḥ ā k.”4
In addition to the Galenic works that were part of the Ğ awā miʿ
al-Iskandarā niyın
̄ , Arab physicians could familiarize themselves with
Galen’s doctrines and teachings through several other summaries.
Important collections of such summaries were prepared by Thā bit b.
Qurra (834–901),5 Ibn al-Óayyib (d. 1043),6 and Maimonides’ illustrious
contemporary Ibn Rushd (1126–1198).7

prominent men, one of whom was Maimonides, is reported by Ibn Abı ̄
Uṣaybiʿa to have characterized Maimonides’ epitomes more correctly
as covering Galen’s sixteen books and five others.12 A similar statement

2.

See: M. Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam (Leiden and Cologne, 1970), pp. 65–67, 343;
idem, Islamic Medicine (Edinburgh, 1978), p. 10; F. Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen
Schrifttums, III: Medizin-Pharmazie-Zoologie-Tierheilkunde bis ca. 430 H. (Leiden,
1970), pp. 140–50; E. Lieber, “Galen in Hebrew,” pp. 167–86 in Galen: Problems and
Prospects, ed. Vivian Nutton (London, 1981), esp. pp. 171–80; Peter E. Pormann and
Emilie Savage-Smith, Medieval Islamic Medicine (Edinburgh, 2007), pp. 12–15.

3.

See Lieber, “Galen in Hebrew,” pp. 168–71.

4.

Trans. Lieber, ibid., p. 168.

5.

See Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, p. 124; Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen
Schrifttums, pp. 260–63.

Moses Maimonides
Like his Arab colleagues, Moses Maimonides (1138–1204), the famous
Jewish physician and philosopher,8 was acutely aware of the problem
of the inaccessibility of Galen’s writings.9 In order to facilitate the
perusal of these works he composed several summaries, all of them
in Arabic; they were also employed for the composition of his
Medical Aphorisms,10 in which he repeatedly criticizes Galen for his
contradictory statements. The summaries produced by Maimonides
are based on the same sixteen books that are treated in the Ğ awā miʿ
al-Iskandarā niyın
̄ mentioned above. Maimonides, like everyone else,
considered the Ğ awā miʿ to constitute the “core curriculum,” but he
used Galen, not the Ğ awā miʿ. Thus a colleague of Maimonides’ son
Abraham at the Nā sirı̄ hospital in Cairo, the Arab bibliographer Ibn
Abı̄ Uṣaybiʿa, calls Maimonides’ epitomes ﺍﺧﺘﺼﺎﺭ ﺍﻟﻜﺘﺐ ﺍﻟﺴﺘﺔ ﻋﺸﺮﺓ ﻟﺠﺎﻟﻴﻨﻮﺱ
(an epitome of Galen’s sixteen books).11 The famous physician ʿAbd alLaṭıf̄ al-Baghdā dı,̄ who traveled to Cairo especially to meet with three
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6.

Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, pp. 156–57.

7.

Talhıs̄ ā t Ibn Rušd ilā Gā lın
̄ ū s. Commentaria Averrois in Galenum, ed. María de la
˘
Concepción Vázquez de Benito (Madrid, 1984); G. C. Anawati and Saʿıd
̄ Zā yed,

8.

Rasā ʾil Ibn Rushd al-ṭ ibbiya (Les Traités médicaux d’Averroès) (Cairo, 1987).
For the bio-bibliographical data of Maimonides as a doctor see Maimonides, Medical
Aphorisms, Treatises 1–5, ed., trans., and annot. Gerrit Bos (Provo, UT, 2004), pp.
xix–xx; Herbert Davidson, Moses Maimonides: The Man and His Works (Oxford,
2005), pp. 429–83.

9.

Cf. Gerrit Bos, “The Reception of Galen in Maimonides’ Medical Aphorisms,” The
Unknown Galen (London, 2002), pp. 139–52, and the introductions to the editions of
Medical Aphorisms: Treatises 1–5 (Provo, UT, 2004) and 6–9 (Provo, UT, 2007).

10. Cf. Y. Tzvi Langermann, “Maimonides on the Synochous Fever,” Israel Oriental
Studies 13 (1993): 175–98, on p. 177.
11. ʿUyū n al-anbā ʾ fı̄ ṭ abaqā t al-aṭ ibbā ʿ (Beirut, n.d.), p. 583; see also S. M. Stern,
“Ten Autographs by Maimonides,” Maimonidis Commentarius in Mischnam, vol.
3 (Copenhagen, 1966), pp. 11–29, on p. 12; Davidson, Moses Maimonides, pp.
436–37.
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is made by Ibn al-Qifṭı̄ in his article on Maimonides in his History
of Philosophers: “He composed an epitome of twenty-one books by
Galen, adding five to the sixteen books.”13 While most of the epitomes
compiled by Maimonides have been lost, some are extant today, in the
following manuscripts:

on medicine, compiling it from Galen’s sixteen books and five others,
and making it his rule not to change even a conjunction—excepting
such cases as the wa- of coordination or the fa- of connection—but to
transcribe exactly the passage chosen.”21 Ibn al-Qifṭı̄ remarks that he

1. MS Paris BNF, héb. 1203.14 This manuscript contains:
(a) Aṣ nā f al-ḥ ummayā t (De febrium differentiis); (b) Tadbır̄
al-ṣ iḥ ḥ a (De sanitate tuenda); and (c) Ḥ ıl̄ at al-burʾ (De
methodo medendi).15
2. MS Escurial 802. This manuscript contains: Ḥ ıl̄ at al-burʾ (De
methodo medendi) on ff. 97b–144b;16 Tadbır̄ al-ṣ iḥ ḥ a may
also be extant in the same MS, along with a unique epitome of
De simplicium medicamentorum
temperamentis et facultatibus
̣
and of K. al-agḍ iya (De alimentorum facultatibus).17
3. MS Berlin 6231.18 This manuscript contains three epitomes
of works on drugs, namely: (a) Qā tā gă ̄ nas (De compositione
medicamentorum per genera), ff. 2a–55a = pp. 1–113);
(b) Mayā mir (De compositione medicamentorum secundum
locos), ff. 55b–235 = pp. 114–483; (c) al-Adwiya al-muqā bila
li al-adwā ʾ (De antidotis), ff. 235b–269b = pp. 484–552.

12. ʿUyū n al-anbā ʾ fı̄ ṭ abaqā t al-aṭ ibbā ʿ, p. 687; Stern, “Ten Autographs,” p. 11;
Davidson, Moses Maimonides, p. 437.

In addition to these manuscripts, Stern discovered and identified
fragments from epitomes of De temperamentis, De locis affectis, and De
alimentorum facultatibus in the Geniza fragments in Cambridge.19 This
makes a total of eleven extant Galenic epitomes by Maimonides (some
complete and some fragmentary), of the twenty-one he is reported to
have written.
As to the method followed by Maimonides in summarizing
Galen’s works, he himself informs us in his Medical Aphorisms that
the passages chosen by him were copied verbatim from Galen.20 ʿAbd
al-Laṭıf̄ al-Baghdā dı̄ remarks in the same vein: “He has written a book
258

13. Ibn al-Qifṭı,̄ Taʾrıh
̄ al-ḥ ukamā ʾ, ed. J. Lippert (Leipzig, 1903), p. 319, as translated and
̆
emended by Stern, “Ten Autographs,” p. 12; see as well Davidson, Moses Maimonides,
p. 437.
14. Cf. H. Zotenberg, Catalogues des Manuscrits hébreux et samaritains de la Bibliothèque
Impériale (Paris: Imprimerie impériale, 1866). The manuscript is rather defective,
because the folios are bound in the wrong order and there are several lacunae.
15. For a detailed description see: Stern, “Ten Autographs,” p. 12; Langermann, “Maimonides
on the Synochous Fever,” p. 176. The epitome of De methodo medendi has been translated
into English by U. Barzel, The Art of Cure, Extracts from Galen (Haifa, 1992).
16. Cf. H. Derenbourg, Les manuscrits arabes de l’Escorial, 2:2: Médecine et histoire
naturelle (Paris, 1939), pp. 16–17.
17. The supposition that these three treatises are in fact epitomes prepared by Maimonides
derives from Stern, “Ten Autographs,” pp. 12, 16. I was unable to verify his
supposition, because I did not have access to these treatises of the manuscript.
18. See Wilhelm Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der Arabischen Handschriften der Königlichen
Bibliothek zu Berlin, vol. 5 (Berlin, 1893), pp. 500–501.
19. See Stern, “Ten Autographs,” pp. 13–17.
20. See Maimonides, Medical Aphorisms. Treatises 1–5, p. 1. See also: Maimonides,
Commentary on the Aphorisms of Hippocrates, trans. F. Rosner (Haifa, 1987), p. 12;
Langermann, “Maimonides on the Synochous Fever,” pp. 176–77; Davidson, Moses
Maimonides, p. 436.
21. Cf. Ibn Abı̄ Uṣaybiʿa, ʿUyū n al-anbā ʾ fı̄ ṭ abaqā t al-aṭ ibbā ʿ, p. 687 (trans. Stern, “Ten

Autographs,” p. 12). See also Langermann, “Maimonides on the Synochous Fever,” p.
177.
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abbreviated the text so much and left so little substance that he achieved
nothing.22 Maimonides himself informs us in his epitome of Qā tā gă ̄ nas
(see below) that of the many compounds mentioned by Galen, he will
mention only those whose simple components are readily available;
nor will he take the trouble to mention the original composers of the
medicines he has selected, since it is his intention to omit what is not of
[practical] utility.23 On the basis of his analysis of the fragments of De
temperamentis, De locis affectis, and De alimentorum facultatibus that
he found in the Geniza and compared with the original Galenic text,
Stern concludes that Maimonides was obviously guided “by practical
considerations and leaves out the theoretical discussions.”24 By contrast,
Langermann, from his analysis and comparison of Maimonides’ epitome
of De febrium differentiis with the original Galenic text, concludes that
Maimonides retained the theoretical material. Langermann adds that
Maimonides wrote the epitomes as an aid to his daily review of the
medical material and that one of the main aims of the review was “to
provide the theoretical justification for whatever treatment he chose”;
this can be understood in some sense as a “practical” justification for
including theoretical material.25 In my view the epitomes are more than
a personal aide-mémoire; they were also intended for the instruction
of medical students. This idea is supported by Maimonides’ explicit
statement at the end of his list, where he remarks that he composed it as
an exercise “in the estimation and appraisal [of the standard weights].”
Moreover, were his discussion a mere aide-mémoire one would expect
the wording to be brief and concise with short references, and not as
extensive and elaborate as in the examples adduced below.
Our discussion thus far may give the impression that these epitomes
are mere reproductions, admittedly abbreviated, of Galenic material,
offering no additional information that might enrich our knowledge
of Maimonides’ theoretical and/or practical medical knowledge. As
Langermann has pointed out, however, Maimonides does occasionally
insert short comments; he gives one example in which Maimonides
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formulates what Galen actually means in a sharp and concise way.26
Such additional comments appear in his epitomes of Galen’s Qā tā gă ̄ nas
and Mayā mir as well. Undoubtedly the most valuable of them is a
lengthy and detailed discussion of medicinal measures and weights, as
found in Galen and subsequent medical literature. This comment, which
appears on ff. 4b–6a (pp. 6–9) of his epitome of Galen’s Qā tā gă ̄ nas will
be presented below (Arabic text and English translation). Other shorter
comments, too, deserve to be quoted, because they show different
facets of both his theoretical and practical medical knowledge. Thus in
his epitome of Galen’s Qā tā gă ̄ nas (f. 7b = p. 12) Maimonides discusses
the unguent that Galen called φοινικίνη ‘palm unguent’27 (= al-marham
al-nahlı)̄ 28 and remarks that this compound, which Galen recommends
˘
for certain types of tumors and ulcers, is known in his place as “Galen’s
salve” and is the black salve also called lā zū q (= lazū q), i.e., a sticking
plaster (cf. al-Kindı,̄ Aqrā bā ḏ ın
̄ , f. 119b: marhamum … aswad lazū qun
li-l- hurā ğ [a black salve …, a sticking plaster for an abscess]).29 This
˘
22. Ibn al-Qifṭı,̄ Taʾrıh
̄ al-ḥ ukamā ʾ, p. 319 (trans. Stern, “Ten Autographs,” p. 12). See
˘
also Davidson, Moses Maimonides, p. 438.
23. F. 4b, p. 6a.
24. Stern, “Ten Autographs by Maimonides, p. 15. See also Langermann, “Maimonides on
the Synochous Fever,” pp. 177–178.
25. Langermann (“Maimonides on the Synochous Fever,” p. 178) based his conclusion
on what Maimonides himself wrote to Ibn Tibbon about his daily study of medical
books (see also ibid., p. 176).
26. Ibid., p. 178.
27. Cf. De compositione medicamentorum per genera 1:4 (K 13:375).
28. See f. 6a (p. 9).
29. M. Levey, The Medical Formulary or Aqrā bā ḏ ın
̄ of al-Kindı̄ (Madison and Milwaukee,
1969), pp. 142–143; M. Ullmann (Wörterbuch der klassischen arabischen Sprache
[Wiesbaden, 1957–], 2: 545) reads: gĭ rā ḥ ‘wounds’ instead of hurā ğ ‘abscess’.
˘
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sort of explanation shows Maimonides’ concern with the correct
identification of the medicines, which have different names in different
regions, and the possibility of mistaking one for another. It was to
prevent these possibly fatal mistakes that he composed his Šarḥ asmā ʾ
al-ʿuqqā r (Glossary of drug names).30
On f. 24b (p. 46) Maimonides introduces Galen’s survey of
remedies that have the property of drying ulcers without a burning
or roughening effect (De compositione medicamentorum per genera
4:1; K13:658ff.), by stating that in book three of De methodo medendi
(K10: 157–231) Galen informed us that as a general rule all ulcers need
to be treated by drying, explained what kind of ulcers these are, and
which ones need moderate drying and which more intense drying.
Maimonides adds that he intends to give a selection from these drugs
with their degrees of drying and manner of composition.
On ff. 28b–29a (pp. 54–55) Maimonides mentions, in the context
of Galen’s discussion of the treatment of foul ulcers in De compositione
medicamentorum per genera 4:5 (K13:689), an unguent ascribed
to Dioscurides. On ff. 44a–b (pp. 91–92) Maimonides introduces
Galen’s discussion of emollient drugs and plasters in De compositione
medicamentorum per genera 7 (K13:946ff.) by stating that in De
simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis et facultatibus Galen
discussed the nature of the strength of emollients and dissolving drugs,
and that here (in this epitome), he (Galen) explained their degrees of
weakness and strength and also mentioned the compound emollients
and dissolving drugs prepared by earlier physicians.
In the epitome of Mayā mir Maimonides inserts the following
comments. On ff. 75b–76a (pp. 104–105) he refers to Galen’s discussion
of a headache resulting from a blow or fall (De comp. med. sec. loc. 2:1,
K12:520ff.) but omits the section completely, with the argument that
in De methodo medendi Galen has already discussed what happens to
the head as a result of a dissolution of continuity (tafarruq al-ittiṣ ā l),31
in addition to the internal and external cephalic tumors that result
262

in headache and the rules for curing them. Maimonides probably
considers Galen’s discussion here to be superfluous, because a headache
caused by a blow or fall belongs in the same category as a headache
caused by a dissolution of continuity. This can be concluded from
his explicit statement in Medical Aphorisms 25:21 (ed. and trans. Bos,
forthcoming):
Others than us and many physicians have contemplated Galen’s
words on the causes of pain. We found that in a number of
places he gives only one cause for it, namely a dissolution of
continuity. He says about a hot cause of pain that it brings
about a loosening of a tight structure, and about a cold cause
of pain that it brings about contraction and thickening [cf. De
inequali intemperie liber 6 (K7:745)32; In Hippocratis librum
de fracturis commentarius 3 (K18B, p. 586)]. It is beyond
doubt that if some parts of an organ become tighter, other
parts become looser. All of it goes back to a dissolution of

30. M. Meyerhof, ed., Maimonides, Šarḥ asmā ʾ al-ʿuqqā r (Cairo, 1940), in: Islamic
Medicine vol. 63, ed. Fuat Sezgin (Frankfurt am Main, 1996); English: Moses
Maimonides, Glossary of Drug Names, trans. F. Rosner (Haifa, 1995). See also Gerrit
Bos, “The Creation and Innovation of Medieval Hebrew Medical Terminology: Shem
Tov Ben Isaac, Sefer ha-Shimmush,” pp. 195–218 in Islamic Thought in the Middle
Ages. Studies in Text, Transmission, and Translation in Honour of Hans Daiber, ed.
Anna Akasoy and Wim Raven (Leiden and Boston, 2008), on p. 200.
31. For this Galenic notion, known as συνεχείας λυσίς, see Phillip de Lacy, “Galen’s
Concept of Continuity,” Greek, Roman and Byzantine Studies 20 (1) (1979): 355–69;
see also below.
32. See also Galen, De malitia complexionis diversae, critical edition of the Arabic,
Hebrew, and Latin translations, ed. Gerrit Bos, Michael McVaugh, and Joseph
Shatzmiller (forthcoming).
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continuity. On this fundamental principle he [i.e. Galen] bases
his statement in the fourth [book] of De [morborum] causis et
symptomatibus and a number of other places [De symptomatum
causis 1:2 (K7:87)]. Then he explains in his treatise De inequali
intemperie that a varying [kind of] dyscrasy is one of the causes
of pain [De inequali intemperie liber 6 (K7:745)]. This is correct
and therefore every pain may have one of two causes: either
a varying [kind of] dyscrasy or a dissolution of continuity. It
is on this that he bases his assertion. There is no doubt that
[initially] he had the first opinion and that then it became clear
to him that the matter is as he mentions it later, namely that
there are two causes of pain.
On ff. 78b–79a (pp. 160–161) Maimonides comments on Galen’s
statement that if the [head]ache lasts longer33 one should purge by
means of a strong clyster (De comp. med. sec. loc. 2:1, K12:550).
Maimonides remarks that Galen has also recommended bleeding if the
age and strength of the patient are favorable, and a thinning diet if there
is a large quantity of [superfluous] humors (cf. De comp. med. sec. loc.
2:1, K12:523, 550).
In the introduction to his survey of the compound remedies
recommended by Galen in De compositione medicamentorum per
genera Maimonides remarks that he thinks it appropriate to discuss
first of all the measures and weights that are frequently used in the
books on medicine and which recur throughout the De compositione
medicamentorum per genera and similar books. Like other Arab
physicians and pharmacologists, Maimonides knew very well that their
metrological system had no uniformity or fixed standards and that in
a practical science like medicine the use of inaccurate, equivocal terms
could spell disaster for the patient. An awareness of the importance of a
universal terminology can already be found in the Hippocratic writings
and becomes especially prominent in Galen.34 Galen repeatedly
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complains that he does not know the exact meaning of some terms of
measurement. For instance, in De compositione medicamentorum per
genera 5:3 (K13: 789–790) he remarks:
But among those who have written about weights and measures
there has been disagreement on how much the weight of the
mna is: for, [sic!] some say that the mna consists of sixteen
unciae, others of twenty, and still others draw a distinction,
saying that the Alexandrian mna consists of twenty unciae,
whereas the other consists of sixteen, and this is smaller. But
among those who convert the mna into drachmai some say the
mna consists of a hundred drachmai, others say of more, since
most people also say that the uncia consists of seven and a half
drachmai, while others say only seven and others again eight.
This being so, it is difficult to discover how many drachmai one
should calculate the mna recorded by Crito in his prescription
to consist [sic!].35
But although Maimonides is thoroughly aware of the imprecise
metrological terminology and the inherent risk of a wrong treatment,
he remarks that he does not consider this a failure on the part of the
physicians, since the [expert] physician uses his sound judgment and
composes his medicines according to the individual condition of his

33. Galen actually speaks about the case that the headache becomes more severe
(™πιτείνοιτο).
34. Cf. H. von Staden, “Inefficacy, Error and Failure,” pp. 59–83 in Galen on
Pharmacology: Philosophy, History and Medicine, ed. A. Debru (Leiden, 1997), on pp.
68–71.
35. Trans. von Staden, “Inefficacy, Error and Failure,” p. 71. See also “Maimonides on
Medicinal Measures and Weights,” §2 (below, p. 268-270).
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patient. Still, even the expert physician needs standard medicines, the
components of which he can adapt to the individual patient. And
since the composition of these standard well-known medicines is
sometimes problematic, because of inaccurate metrological terminology,
Maimonides gives an example of how a physician can train himself in
the correct estimation and appraisal of the weights and measures needed
for the preparation and preservation of those medicines.
Like Maimonides, several Arab doctors and pharmacologists knew
about the problem of the inaccurate and polysemous metrological
terminology and composed minor treatises, sometimes appended to
their works, in which they explained the particular medicinal weights
and measures.36 A prominent and influential representative of this
genre of literature, which was probably initiated by Pseudo-Galen’s
Perˆ mštrwn kaˆ staqmw^n (De ponderibus et mensuris) (K19:748–781),
was Yuḥ annā Ibn Sarā biyū n (ninth century). Around 873 he composed
a Kunnā š (medical handbook), which only survives in fragments and
quotations. One chapter of this handbook on weights and measures
was subsequently borrowed by Ibn Sın
̄ ā in his K. al-Qā nū n fı̄ al-ṭ ibb
(vol. 3, pp. 441–42);37 it is also an important source for Maimonides’
discussion.38 In two cases Maimonides quotes from Ibn Ğ anā ḥ ’s lost
book on medicines, the K. al-Talhıs̄ ̣ .
˘
Unfortunately, the Arabic literature on medicinal weights and
measures has been severely neglected by research. Accordingly, it is
almost impossible to convert the Islamic system of a particular period
into our current system. So it is no wonder that equivalents are left out
of Ullmann’s survey of the most frequent Arabic metrological terms,39
and that Kahl remarks that the data he provides should be looked
upon as “preliminary evaluations, intending to give at least a rough
idea of what the units most probably stood for.”40 Another problem
pointed out by Kahl is that the standard work on Arabic metrology,
Hinz’s Islamische Masse und Gewichte,41 is based to a large extent on
geographical and not medical literature. Editions and translations of the
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Arabic medical metrological treatises are thus an urgent desideratum.42
Maimonides’ survey of weights and measures seems to be particularly
interesting, because it is based on prominent ancient sources that go
back to the time when the so-called canonical units were established.43

36. Cf. Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, pp. 316–320; Sā bū r ibn Sahl, Dispensatorium
Parvum (al-Aqrā bā dhın
̄ al-saghır̄ ), ed. and annot. O. Kahl (Leiden, 1994), pp. 224–
28.

37. Ed. Bulaq 1877, repr. in 3 vols., Cairo, no date.
38. Cf. Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, pp. 102, 319.
39. Ibid., pp. 317–19.
40. Sā bū r ibn Sahl, Dispensatorium Parvum, ed. Kahl, p. 225.
41. W. Hinz, Islamische Masse und Gewichte umgerechnet ins metrische System (Leiden
and Cologne, 1970).
42. One of the few texts published is that by ʿĪsā ibn Mā ssa; cf. O. Kahl, “ʿĪsā ibn
Mā ssa on Medicinal Weights and Measures,” Orientalia Lovaniensia Periodica 23
(1992): 275–79.

43. Sā bū r ibn Sahl, Dispensatorium Parvum, ed. Kahl, p. 225.
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Maimonides on Medicinal Measures and Weights,
Translation, p. 1
1. Says the author: Some of the compound medicines which Galen
included in his books were composed by himself and others were
composed by famous earlier [physicians] and selected by him. He
mentions many recipes of these [medicines as they were composed]
by different [physicians]. But I will mention only those [medicines]
which I have selected from those [medicines] whose simple [i.e.,
basic] components are easily obtainable as I said above. I will not
take the trouble to mention the original composer of the medicines
[which I select] since it is my intention to omit what is not of
[practical utility].
2. I also found it proper to discuss here first of all the measures and
weights which are frequently used in the books on medicine and
which recur throughout this book and other similar ones. Galen
says in this book (i.e. Qā tā gă ̄ nas) and in other books [composed
by him] that according to some a mann1 is twenty ū qiyyas2 while
according to others it is seventeen ū qiyyas.3 He also says that one
1

Mann = Greek μνά; cf. Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, p. 319 (hereafter Ullmann);

2

Kahl, Sā bū r ibn Sahl, p. 228; Hinz, Islamische Masse und Gewichte, pp. 16–23
(hereafter Hinz).
Ū qiyya = Greek oÙgg…a or oÙgk…a; cf. Ullmann, p. 317; Kahl, Sā bū r ibn Sahl, p. 226;

Hinz, pp. 34–35.
3

̱ ā ls,4 while in Mayā mir, book one, he says
ū qiyya is eight mitq
̱ ā l is one and a half dirhams.5 It is well known that
that one mitq
one dirham is sixteen Ìarrū bas6 and that one Ìarrū ba weighs four
barleycorns (ḥ abbas).7 This is also the weight of the qır̄ ā ṭ 8 as alBiṭrıq
̄ says.9 Galen also says in Mayā mir that one ū bū lū s10 is one
Staden, “Inefficacy, Error and Failure,” p. 71, and our introduction. Ibn Sın
̄ ā (K. al-

Qā nū n fı̄ al-ṭ ibb [Bulaq, 1877; repr. Cairo, n.d. (3 vols)], 3: 441 [hereafter Ibn Sın
̄ ā ])
remarks that the Greek mann is twenty ū qiyyas and the Roman and Egyptian mann

4

p. 228; Hinz, pp. 1–8. For the calculation cf. Galen, De compositione medicamentorum

per genera 4:14 (K 13:789): ™πειδ¾ καˆ τ¾ν οÙγγίαν οƒ πλε‹στοι μν ˜πτ¦ καˆ ¹μίσεος
δραχμîν εναι φασιν, œνιοι δ ζ´ (“ … since an ū qiyya is according to most [doctors]
seven and a half drachmas, and according to some eight”).
5

Dirham = Greek δραχμή; cf. Ullmann, p. 318; Kahl, Sā bū r ibn Sahl, p. 226; Hinz, pp.
1–8. This quotation from the K. al-Mayā mir (= De compositione medicamentorum
scundum locos), book one (= K 12:378–497) could not be located.

6

For harrū ba, cf. Hinz, p. 14. For the calculation of one dirham as sixteen Ìarrū bas cf.
̆
H. Sauvaire, “Matériaux pour servir à l’histoire de la numismatique et de la métrologie
musulmanes,” Journal Asiatique 3 (115) (1884): 429 [hereafter Sauvaire, JA 3].

7
8

Maimonides’ statement is not exact, since according to Galen a mann is either 20 or 16
ū qiyyas; cf. De compositione medicamentorum per genera 4:14 (C. G. Kühn, Claudii
Galeni opera omnia [Leipzig, 1821–1833; repr. Olms, 1964–1967], 13:749) (hereafter:
K): ε‡ρηται γάρ μοι καˆ δι¦ τîν œμπροσθεν Øπομνημάτων ™ν…ους μν e‡κοσιν οÙγγιîν

is sixteen ū qiyyas.
̱ ā l corresponding to Greek δραχμή, cf. Ullmann, p. 317; Kahl, Sā bū r ibn Sahl,
For mitq

For barleycorn (ḥ abbatu šaʿır̄ ) cf. Kahl, Sā bū r ibn Sahl, p. 226, n. 198; Hinz, pp.
12–13. For the calculation of one Ìarrū ba as four barleycorns cf. Sauvaire, JA 3, p. 420.
For qır̄ ā ṭ from Greek κεράτιον; cf. Ullmann, p. 319; Kahl, Sā bū r ibn Sahl, p. 228; Hinz,

p. 27.
9

On the translators al-Biṭrıq
̄ and his son Yaḥ yā al-Biṭrıq
̄ see D. M. Dunlop, “The
Translations of al-Biṭrıq
̄ and Yaḥ yā (Yuḥ annā ) b. al-Biṭrıq
̄ ,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society (1959): 140–150; esp. p. 143; G. Endress, “Die arabischen Übersetzungen von

™ν…ους δ ˜κκαίδεκα νομίζειν τ¾ν μν£ν (“Also in the previous commentaries I have said

Aristoteles’ Schrift De Caelo, Inaugural dissertation, Johann-Wolfgang-Goethe

that according to some a mna is twenty unciae, while others think that it is sixteen

Universität, Frankfurt am Main, 1966, pp. 89–96. Maimonides held al-Biṭrıq
̄ in low

unciae”); cf. De comp. med. per gen. 2:15 (pp. 427–8) and 5:3 (K 13:789). See also von
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̱ ā l.11 Likewise he says that one uksū bā fun12 is one
sixth of a mitq
and a half ū qiyyas.13 And he says that one gramma14 is one third of
̱ ā l.15
a mitq
3. Ibn Sarā biyū n says that one šā mū nā 16 is one and a half grammas
̱ ā l.17 Ibn Sarā biyū n also says that one drachma
and is thus half a mitq
18
̱ ā l and one dā niq19 one sixth of a dirham.20 Al-Biṭrıq
is one mitq
̄

10
11

ّ .
and trans. Gerrit Bos). For the calculation cf. Ibn Sın
̄ ā : ﻛﻞ ﻗﻴﺮﺍﻁ ﺃﺭﺑﻊ ﺷﻌﻴﺮﺍﺕ
Ū bū lū s = Greek Ñβολός; cf. Ullmann, p. 317.

̱ ̄ s21 which is also called quwā tu
̱ ̄ s, and is called
says that one kuwā tu
ʾ[.]WLS, BWʾLS? and […] is one and a half ū qiyyas.22 Ibn Sarā biyū n
and Masıh
̄ ̣ 23 say that one istā r24 is six dirhams and two thirds [of a
25
dirham]. One ṭ assū g26
̆ is two ḥ abbas.27 Ibn Ğ anā ḥ 28 says that one
29
30
nā ṭ al is two istā rs. Ibn Sarā biyū n says that one large musṭ rū n31
20
21
22

This quotation from the K. al-Mayā mir could not be located; but cf. Pseudo-Galen,
De ponderibus et mensuris 14 (K19:775): `H δ δραχμή ... ¥γει γράμματα τρία τουτέστιν

13
14
15

16
17

Uksū bā fun = Greek Ñξύβαφον; cf. Ullmann, p. 317.
This quotation could not be located in Galen’s works. According to Pseudo-Galen,
De ponderibus et mensuris 14 (K 19:775) one uksū bā fun has two ū qiyyas.

Arzneimittellehre in fünf Büchern (Stuttgart 1902; repr. Wiesbaden, 1970), p. 16.

25

Cf. Pseudo-Galen, De ponderibus et mensuris 6 (K 19:758): `Hδ δραχμή γράμματα
26
27
28

chapter on measures and weights from his lost Kunnā š; cf. my introduction. But cf.
al-Zahrā wı,̄ K. al-taṣ rıf̄ , following H. Sauvaire, “Matériaux pour servir à l’histoire de
la numismatique et de la métrologie musulmanes,” Journal Asiatique 4 (116) (1884):
p. 240 [hereafter Sauvaire, JA 4]: “Le poids de la sâmoûnâ est d’un gahrama (gramme)
et demi.” See also ibid., n. 5.
18
19

Cf. Ibn Sın
̄ ā : ﺍﻟﺪﺭﺧﻤﻰ ﻣﺜﻘﺎﻝ.

For dā niq, from Persian dā nag, dā ng (see I. A. Vullers, Lexicon Persico-Latinum
Etymologicum [Bonn, 1855–1864; repr. Graz, 1962], 1: 803) cf. Kahl, Sā bū r ibn Sahl,
p. 226; idem, “ʿĪ sā ibn Mā ssa,” p. 278.
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Masıh
̄ ̣ , i.e. Masıh
̄ ̣ al-Dimašqı,̄ a physician active under the Caliph Hā rū n al-Rašıd
̄ and
the author of a Kunnā š, a medical handbook that has been lost; cf. Ullmann, p. 112;

Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, 3: 227–28.
24

For šā mū nā cf. Ullmann, p. 318; Hinz, p. 34.
This quotation has not been preserved in Ibn Sın
̄ ā , the major source for Ibn Sarā biyū n’s

Cf. Ibn Sın
̄ ā :  ;ﻗﻮﺍﺛﻮﺱ ﺃﻭﻗﻴﺔ ﻭﻧﺼﻒH. Sauvaire, “Matériaux pour servir à l’histoire
de la numismatique et de la métrologie musulmanes,” Journal Asiatique 7 (119)
our text see ibid., n. 1.

23

Gramma = Greek γράμμα; cf. J. Berendes, Des Pedanios Dioskurides aus Anazarbos

τρία (“One drachma is three grammas”; i.e. one gramma is one third of a drachma (=
̱ ā l).
mitq

for other parallels cf. Sauvaire, JA 4, p. 300.
̱ ̄ s = Greek κύαθος; cf. Ullmann, p. 319.
Kuwā tu

(1886): 460–61 [hereafter Sauvaire, JA 7]. For corruptions of this term, other than in

ÑβολοÝς στ´ (“one drachma…contains three grammas, i.e. six oboloi”).
12

This quotation has not been preserved in Ibn Sın
̄ ā ’s K. al-Qā nū n fı̄ al-ṭ ibb (3: 441–42);

29
30

For istā r, from Gr. στατήρ via Syr. estır̄ ā , cf. Ullmann, p. 317.
̱ ā ls; see
According to Ibn Sın
̄ ā , one istā r is six dirhams and two dā niqs, i.e. four mitq
also Hinz, p. 15, and Sauvaire, JA 3, pp. 375–79.
For ṭ assū ğ see Ullmann, p. 318; Kahl, Sā bū r ibn Sahl, p. 227; Hinz, p. 34.
For this calculation, cf. Sauvaire, JA 4, p. 257. Sauvaire (ibid., p. 256) also notes that
according to al-Zahrā wı̄ one ṭ assū ğ is two and a half ḥ abbas.

I.e. Jonah ibn Ğ anā ḥ , also called Abū ’l-Walıd
̄ ibn Merwā n, the undisputed master
of Sephardi linguistics, who lived in the first half of the eleventh century (died after
1040); see Encyclopaedia Judaica, 1st ed., 8: 1181–86, s.v. “Ibn Janā ḥ , Jonah” (D.
Tenne). The quotation comes from his lost book on medicine, entitled K. al-TalÌıs̄ ̣ ,
which is once quoted explicitly by Ibn al-Quff in the section on metrology in his K.
al-Ğ irā ḥ a (following Ullmann, p. 320).
For nā ṭ al/naṭ il/nayṭ al (see next note), cf. Ullmann, Medizin p. 329.

Cf. Ibn Sın
̄ ā :  ;ﺍﻟﻨﻴﻄﻞ ﺍﻟﻮﺍﺣﺪ ﺍﺳﺘﺎﺭﺍﻥH. Sauvaire, “Matériaux pour servir à l’histoire de la
numismatique et de la métrologie musulmanes,” Journal Asiatique 8 (120) (1886):
272–73 [hereafter Sauvaire, JA 8].
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̱ ā ls.33 He also says
is three ū qiyyas32 and one small musṭ rū n six mitq
34
that a large ṣ adafa [seashell] is fourteen šā mū nā s,35 which equals
̱ ā ls, and a small ṣ adafa six šā mū nā s,36 which equals three
seven mitq
̱
mitqā ls. He says that a milʿaqa (spoon)37 has the capacity of two
̱ ā ls of medicine and four mitq
̱ ā ls of honey.38
mitq
4. Galen says in a number of places that a riṭ l39 is twelve ū qiyyas.40
And in chapter four of this book (i.e. Qā tā gă ̄ nas) he says that
according to some a qū ṭ ū lı41
̄ is seven ū qiyyas and according to
others twelve ū qiyyas.42 He also says that a qisṭ 43 is ten ū qiyyas,44
and in Mayā mir, book three, he says that it is one and a half
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

riṭ l.45 Ibn Sarā biyū n says that a sukkurugă 46 is forty dirhams,47
a dauraq48 eight riṭ ls,49 and a ḥ arū s50 ten riṭ ls.51 Ibn Ğ anā ḥ states
that a kaylagă 52 is one and a half riṭ ls,53 and an ibrıq
̄ 54 is close to a
55
mann.
5. “Said the author: It is clear that there is no harm to us [physicians]
in the different [opinions] concerning the quantity of the riṭ l, qisṭ
and mann and the other weights and measures, as long as we do
determine the effect of each simple drug within the compound drug,
its thinness and thickness, as well as the length of its [preparation
by] cooking, depending on the sound judgment of the physician.
[And this judgment is] according to the effects which he wants the

For musṭ rū n, from Greek μύστρον, cf. Ullmann, p. 319.
Cf. Ibn Sın
̄ ā : ﻣﺴﻄﺮﻭﻥ ﺍﻟﻜﺒﻴﺮ ﺛﻠﺜﺔ ﺃﻭﺍﻕ.
ّ ﻣﺴﻄﺮﻭﻥ ﺍﻟﺼﻐﻴﺮ.
Cf. Ibn Sın
̄ ā : ﺳﺖ ﺩﺭﺧﻤﻴﺎﺕ

45

Cf. Ibn Sın
̄ ā :  ;ﺍﻟﺼﺪﻓﺔ ﻛﺒﻴﺮﺓ ﺃﺭﺑﻊ ﻋﺸﺮﺓ ﺷﺎﻣﻮﻧﺔsee also Sauvaire, JA 4, p. 255.

46

For ṣ adafa (seashell), cf. Ullmann, p. 318.

Cf. Sauvaire, JA 4, p. 255: “Sarfah. La petite est égale à 6 châmy”; according to Ibn

Galen says that for the Romans a sextarius is one and four-sixths of a liter.
47

Sın
̄ ā a small ṣ adafa is seven šā mū nā s: ﺍﻟﺼﺪﻓﺔ ﺍﻟﺼﻐﻴﺮﺓ ﺳﺒﻊ ﺷﺎﻣﻮﻧﺎﺕ.
For milʿaqa (spoon), cf. Ullmann, p. 319.

Cf. Ibn Sın
̄ ā :  ;ﻣﻠﻌﻘﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﺴﻞ ﺃﺭﺑﻌﺔ ﻣﺜﺎﻗﻴﻞ ﻣﻠﻌﻘﺔ ﺍﻷﺩﻭﻳﺔ ﻣﺜﻘﺎﻝ ﻭﺍﺣﺪ ﻭﺩﺭﻫﻢsee also Sauvaire, JA 8, pp.
163–65.

48
49

For Arabic riṭ l, from Greek λίτρα through metathesis, cf. Ullmann, p. 328; Kahl, Sā bū r

For sukkurugă cf. Kahl, Sā bū r ibn Sahl, p. 227.
According to Ibn Sın
̄ ā , a sukkurugă is 6¼ istā rs; according to Khwā rizmı,̄ Mafā tıh̄ ̣
al-ʿulū m, ed. G. van Vlooten (Leiden, 1895, p. 180), a small uskuragă is three ū qiyyas
and a large one nine ū qiyyas. See also Sauvaire, JA 7, p. 175f.
For dauraq cf. Ullmann, p. 318; Kahl, p. 227.

According to Ibn Sın
̄ ā , an Italian dauraq is eight gă wā hın
̄ (for this term see Ullmann,

p. 318); for one dauraq equal to eight riṭ ls see Sauvaire, JA 7, p. 170, quoting from an

ibn Sahl, p. 227; Hinz, pp. 27–33.
40

The quotation does not appear in De comp. med. ad locos, but in Pseudo-Galen, De
ponderibus et mensuris 7 (K 19:762). In De comp. med. per genera 2:16 (K13:435)

arithmetical compilation.

Cf. Pseudo-Galen, De ponderibus et mensuris 3 (K 19:752): `H λίτρα λι. œχει γο ιβ´; see

50

also pp. 765, 771.

51

Íarū s; cf. Sauvaire, JA 7, p. 167, s.v. hū ruš.
̆
According to al-Aṭtạ ̄ r’s Minhā ğ al-dukkā n it is seven and a half riṭ ls (following

42

Qū ṭ ū lı,̄ from Greek κοτύλη; cf. Ullmann, p. 319.
Cf. Galen, De comp. med. per genera 4:14 (K 13:749).

52

43

For qisṭ , from Greek ξέστης, cf. Ullmann, p. 318; Kahl, Sā bū r ibn Sahl, p. 227.

53

Cf. al-Zahrā wı,̄ K. al-taṣ rıf̄ : “Elle est égale, comme le sâ‘, à quatre meudd et, dit-on, à
un ratl et demi …” (trans. Sauvaire, JA 8, p. 129).

held to be 20 uncias, and that some mistakenly assume that the Roman sextarius is

54

eighteen uncias. For the same tradition cf. Ibn Sın
̄ ā .

55

Ibrıq
̄ ; cf. Sauvaire, JA 7, p. 133.

41

44

Sauvaire, ibid.).

Galen (De comp. med. per genera 2:16 [K 13:435]) remarks that a sextarius is generally
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Kaylagă : cf. Sauvaire, JA 8, pp. 129–32.

For different computations cf. ibid.
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Maimonides on Medicinal Measures and Weights, Arabic text
ّ
ﺍﻟﻤﺮﻛﺒﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻲ ﺿﻤّﻨﻬﺎ ﺟﺎﻟﻴﻨﻮﺱ ﻛﺘﺒﻪ ﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﺃﺩﻭﻳﺔ ﺗﺄﻟﻴﻔﻪ ﻭﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﻣﺎ ﺃﻟّﻬﻪ
 .١ﻗﺎﻝ ) (fol. 4bﺍﻟﻤﺆﻟّﻒ :ﺍﻷﺩﻭﻳﺔ
ﺃﺷﺨﺎﺹ ﻣﺸﺎﻫﻴﺮ ﻛﺎﻧﻮﺍ ﻗﺒﻠﻪ ﻓﺎﺧﺘﺎﺭﻫﺎ ﻫﻮ ﻭﺫﻛﺮ ﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﻧﺴﺨﺎ ﻛﺜﻴﺮﺓ ﻷﺷﺨﺎﺹ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ .ﻓﺈﺫﺍ ﺫﻛﺮﻧﺎ ﻧﺤﻦ ﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﻣﺎ
ﺍﺧﺘﺮﻧﺎﻩ ﻣﻤّﺎ ﻳﺴﻬﻞ ﻭﺟﻮﺩ ﺑﺴﺎﻳﻄﻪ ﻛﻤﺎ ﻗﺪﻣﻨﺎ ﻓﻼ ﺃﺗﻜﻠّﻒ ﺃﻥ ﺃﻧﺴﺐ ﺫﻟﻚ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﺍء ّ
ﻟﻤﺮﻛﺒﻪ ﺍﻷﻭّﻝ ﻗﺼﺪﺍ ﻣﻨّﻲ ﻟﺨﺬﻑ
ﻣﺎ ﻻ ﻓﺎﺋﺪﺓ ﻓﻴﻪ.
ّ
ﺍﻟﻤﺘﻜﺮﺭﺓ ﻓﻲ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﻜﺘﺎﺏ
ﺍﻟﻄﺐ
 .٢ﻭﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﺭﺃﻳﺖ ﺃﻥ ﺃﺗﻘ ّﺪﻡ ﻫﺎﻫﻨﺎ ﺍﻷﻛﻴﺎﻝ ﻭﺍﻷﻭﺯﺍﻥ ﺍﻟﻜﺜﻴﺮﺓ ﺍﻻﺳﺘﻌﻤﺎﻝ ﻓﻲ ﻛﺘﺐ
ّ
ﺇﻥ ّ
ﻭﻏﻴﺮﻩ ﻣﻦ ﺫﻟﻚ .ﻗﺎﻝ ﺟﺎﻟﻴﻨﻮﺱ ﻓﻲ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﻜﺘﺎﺏ ﻭﻏﻴﺮﻩ ّ
ﺍﻟﻤﻦ ﻋﻨﺪ ﺑﻌﺾ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ ﻋﺸﺮﻭﻥ ﺃﻭﻗﻴّﺔ ﻭﻋﻨﺪ ﺑﻌﺾ
ﺳﺒﻊ ﻋﺴﺮﺓ ﺃﻭﻗﻴّﺔ ﻭﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﻗﺎﻝ ﺍﻷﻭﻗﻴّﺔ ) (fol. 5aﺛﻤﺎﻧﻴﺔ ﻣﺜﺎﻗﻴﻞ ﻭﻓﻲ ﺃﻭّﻝ ﺍﻟﻤﻴﺎﻣﺮ ﻗﺎﻝ ّ
ﺇﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﺜﻘﺎﻝ ﺩﺭﻫﻢ
ﻭﻧﺼﻒ .ﻭﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻡ ّ
ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﺪﺭﻫﻢ ﺳﺘّﺔ ﻋﺸﺮ ﺧﺮﻭﺑﻬﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺨﺮﻭﺑﻬﺔ ﻭﺯﻧﻪ ﺃﺭﺑﻊ ﺣﺒّﺎﺕ ﺷﻌﻴﺮ ﻭﻫﺬﺍ ﻫﻮ ﺃﻳﻀﺎ ﺯﻧﺔ
1
ّ
ﺍﻟﻘﻴﺮﺍﻁ ﻗﺎﻝ ﺫﻟﻚ ﺍﻟﺒﻄﺮﻳﻖ .ﻭﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﻴﺎﻣﺮ ﺃﻳﻀﺎ ﺫﻛﺮ ﺟﺎﻟﻴﻨﻮﺱ ﺃﻥ ﺃﻭﺑﻮﻟﻮﺱ ﺳﺪﺱ ﻣﺜﻘﺎﻝ ﻭﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﺫﻛﺮ ﺍﻛﺴﻮﺑﺎﻓﻦ
ﺃﻭﻗﻴّﺔ ﻭﻧﺼﻒ ﻭﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﺫﻛﺮ ّ
ﺃﻥ ﻏﺮﺍﻣﻲ ﺛﻠﺚ ﻣﺜﻘﺎﻝ.

compound medicine to have and according to the [condition of] the
body which he wants to treat with it and according to the powers
of every single ingredient and their strength and weakness. I only
mentioned the weights and measures stated above as an exercise in
the estimation and appraisal [of the standard weights] needed for
the [right] way of preparation and preservation of the well-known
compound medicines.

ﺃﻥ ﺷﺎﻣﻮﻧﺎ ﻏﺮﺍﻣﻲ ﻭﻧﺼﻒ ﻓﻴﻜﻮﻥ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻧﺼﻒ ﻣﺜﻘﺎﻝ .ﻭﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﺫﻛﺮ ﺍﺑﻦ ﺳﺮﺍﺑﻴﻮﻥ ّ
 .٣ﻭﺫﻛﺮ ﺍﺑﻦ ﺳﺮﺍﺑﻴﻮﻥ ّ
ﺃﻥ
ّ
ﺍﻟﺪﺭﺣﻤﻰ ﻣﺜﻘﺎﻝ ﻭﺍﻟﺪﺍﻧﻖ ﺳﺪﺱ ﺩﺭﻫﻢ .ﻭﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﺫﻛﺮ ﺍﻟﺒﻄﺮﻳﻖ ﺃﻥ ﻛﻮﺍﺛﻮﺱ ﻭﻳﻘﺎﻝ ﻗﻮﺍﺛﻮﺱ ﻭﻳﻘﺎﻝ ﺍ][.ﻭﻟﺲ ﻭﻳﻘﺎﻝ
ﺑﻮﺍﻟﺲ؟ ﻭﻳﻘﺎﻝ ] [...ﺯﻧﺘﻪ ﺃﻭﻗﻴّﺔ ﻭﻧﺼﻒ .ﻭﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﺫﻛﺮ ﺇﺑﻦ ﺳﺮﺍﺑﻴﻮﻥ 2ﻭﺫﻛﺮ ﻣﺴﻴﺢ ّ
ﺃﻥ ﺍﻻﺳﺘﺎﺭ ﺳﺘّﺔ ﺩﺭﻫﻢ ﻭﺛﻠﺜﺎﻥ
ﻭﺍﻟﻄﺴﻮﺝ ﺣﺒّﺘﺎﻥ .ﻭﺫﻛﺮ ) (fol. 5bﺍﺑﻦ ﺟﻨﺎﺡّ 3
ﺃﻥ ﻧﺎﻃﻞ 4ﺍﺳﺘﺎﺭﺍﻥ ﻭﺫﻛﺮ ﺍﺑﻦ ﺳﺮﺍﺑﻴﻮﻥ ﻣﺴﻄﺮﻭﻥ ﻛﺒﻴﺮ ﺛﻠﺜﺔ
ّ
ّ
ّ
ﺃﻭﺍﻕ ﻭﻣﺴﻄﺮﻭﻥ ﺻﻐﻴﺮ ﺳﺘﺔ ﻣﺜﺎﻗﻴﻞ ﻭﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﺫﻛﺮ ﺃﻥ ﺻﺪﻓﺔ ﻛﺒﻴﺮﺓ ﺃﺭﺑﻌﺔ ﻋﺸﺮ ﺷﺎﻣﻮﻧﺎ ﻓﻴﻜﻮﻥ ﺫﻟﻚ ﺯﻧﺔ ﺳﺒﻊ
ﻣﺜﺎﻗﻴﻞ .ﻭﺻﺪﻓﺔ ﺻﻐﻴﺮﺓ ﺳﺘّﺔ ﺷﻮﺍﻣﻦ ﻓﻴﻜﻮﻥ ﺫﻟﻚ ﺛﻠﺜﺔ ﻣﺜﺎﻗﻴﻞ .ﻭﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﺫﻛﺮ ّ
ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﻠﻌﻘﺔ ﺗﺤﺘﻤﻞ ﻣﺜﻘﺎﻟﻴﻦ ﻣﻦ
ﺍﻟﺪﻭﺍء ﻭﺃﺭﺑﻊ ﻣﺜﺎﻗﻴﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﻌﺴﻞ.
ﺇﻥ ﺍﻟﺮﻃﻞ ﺍﺛﻨﺘﺎ ﻋﺸﺮﺓ ﺃﻭﻗﻴّﺔ ﻭﻗﺎﻝ ﻓﻲ ﺭﺍﺑﻌﺔ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﻜﺘﺎﺏ ّ
 .٤ﻭﻗﺎﻝ ﺟﺎﻟﻴﻨﻮﺱ ﻓﻲ ﻋ ّﺪﺓ ﻣﻮﺍﺿﻊ ّ
ﺇﻥ ﻗﻮﻃﻮﻟﻲ ﻋﻨﺪ
ّ
ّ
ﺑﻌﺾ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ ﺳﺒﻊ ﺃﻭﺍﻕ ﻭﻋﻨﺪ ﺑﻌﻀﻬﻢ ﺍﺛﻨﺘﺎ ﻋﺸﺮﺓ ﺃﻭﻗﻴّﺔ ﻭﻗﺎﻝ ﺇﻥ ﺍﻟﻘﺴﻂ ﻋﺸﺮﺓ ﺃﻭﺍﻕ ﻭﻓﻲ ﺛﻠﺜﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻴﺎﻣﺮ ﺫﻛﺮ ﺃﻧﻪ
ﻭﺇﻥ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﺭﻕ ﺛﻤﺎﻧﻴﺔ 5ﺭﻃﻞ ّ
ﺍﻟﺴﻜﺮﺟﺔ ﺃﺭﺑﻌﻮﻥ ﺩﺭﻫﻢ ّ
ﺭﻃﻞ ﻭﻧﺼﻒ .ﻭ]ﻗﺎﻝ[ ﺍﺑﻦ ﺳﺮﺍﺑﻴﻮﻥ ّ
ﻭﺇﻥ ﺍﻟﺤﺮﻭﺱ
ﺇﻥ
ّ
ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻜﻴﻠﺠﺔ ﺭﻃﻞ ) (fol. 6aﻭﻧﺼﻒ ﻭﺍﻻﺑﺮﻳﻖ ﻗﺮﻳﺐ ّ
ﻋﺸﺮﺓ ﺃﺭﻃﺎﻝ .ﻭﺫﻛﺮ ﺍﺑﻦ ﺟﻨﺎﺡ ّ
ﺍﻟﻤﻦ.
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ّ
 .٥ﻗﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﻤﺆﻟّﻒ :ﻭﺑﻴّﻦ ﻫﻮ ّ
ﻭﺍﻟﻤﻦ ﻭﻏﻴﺮﻫﺎ
ﺃﻥ ﻻ ﺿﺮﺭ ﻳﺪﺧﻞ ﻋﻠﻴﻨﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺍﺧﺘﻼﻑ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻘﺪﺍﺭ ﺍﻟﺮﻃﻞ ﻭﺍﻟﻘﺴﻂ
ﻣﻦ ﺍﻷﻭﺯﺍﻥ ﻭﺍﻷﻛﻴﺎﻝ ﺇﺫ ﺗﻘ ّﺪﺭ ﺗﻘﺪﻳﺮ ﻣﺎ ﻳﺠﻌﻞ ﻣﻦ ّ
ﺍﻟﻤﺮﻛﺐ ﻭﺣﺎﻝ ّ
ّ
ﺭﻗﺘﻪ ﻭﺛﺨﺎﻧﺘﻪ ﺃﻳﻀﺎ
ﻛﻞ ﺩﻭﺍء ﻣﻔﺮﺩ ﻓﻲ ﺩﻭﺍء
ّ
ﺃﻭ ﺇﻃﺎﻟﺔ ﻃﺒﺨﻪ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻘﺼﻴﺮ ﻓﻲ ﺫﻟﻚ ﺭﺍﺟﻊ ﻟﻨﻈﺮ ﺍﻟﻄﺒﻴﺐ ﺑﺤﺴﺐ ﺍﻷﻓﻌﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﺘﻲ ﻳﺮﻳﺪ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻔﻌﻠﻬﺎ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﺍء ﺍﻟﻤﺮﻛﺐ
ﻭﺑﺤﺴﺐ ﺍﻟﺒﺪﻥ ﺍﻟﺬﻱ ﻳﻌﺎﻟﺠﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻭﺑﺤﺴﺐ ﻗﻮﻯ ّ
ﻛﻞ ﻭﺍﺣﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﻤﻔﺮﺩﺓ ﻭﻗﻮﺓ ﺃﻓﻌﺎﻟﻪ ﻭﺿﻌﻔﻬﺎ ﻭﺇﻧّﻤﺎ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻷﻭﺯﺍﻥ
ﻭﺍﻷﻛﻴﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﻤﺬﻛﻮﺭﺓ ﻟﻼﺭﺗﻴﺎﺽ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺤﺪﺱ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺨﻤﻴﻦ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺻﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﺘﺮﻛﻴﺐ ﻭﻟﺤﻔﻆ ﺻﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻷﺩﻭﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﺮﻛﺒّﺔ
ﺍﻟﻤﺸﻬﻮﺭﺓ.
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